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Few companies know their way around a good high-end 

DVD deck better than Pioneer. Who can forget the introduction

of the DV-868i, complete with HDMI output and general 

all-digital DVD magnificence. But of course, the question 

today with the DV-470 is whether Pioneer can still pack 

punch when there’s less money on the table.

Description
The 470 is nice, but not outstanding. The highlight is the metallic

sheen of the fascia, which smacks of some impressive build quality.

But beyond that there’s nothing really interesting. In fact, if anything

the button and logo layout looks a touch messy.

Connections
Now this is more like it. Alongside the regulars of an RGB-capable

Scart, S-Video output, composite video output, stereo audio output

and both coaxial and optical digital audio outputs can be found a set

of component video outputs. And as we’d hoped, these can ship out

progressive scan NTSC or PAL pictures to any screen with the

chutzpah to receive them.

Operation
The DV-470 arguably boasts the most attractive onscreen menu

system of this whole group – and they’re as logically constructed as

they are pretty, doing their level best to take the headache out of

setup and daily use. I liked the remote control too. There’s nothing

fancy about it, but at least it doesn’t overload itself with buttons,

makes what buttons it does have decently large, and gives due

weight to all the buttons you’re likely to use the most.

Features
One immediate sign that the DV-470 is a right up to the minute bit

of kit comes from the fact that it can handle DiVX – and this

multimedia affinity is backed up by WMA, JPEG and Kodak/Fujicolour

CD playback too. Plus, of course, as I’ve already mentioned, it can

pipe out progressive scan.

Other neat touches include a disc navigation tool that helps you

find favourite bits via a series of moving thumbnails of each

chapter’s opening shots, and a superbly extensive list of picture

adjustments. These include Gamma, Chroma level and even Block

Noise Reduction for cleaning up poorly transferred discs. On the

sound front there’s less to write home about; just a Virtual Surround

mode and a dialogue booster. 

Picture
Pioneer’s traditional quality in this department shines through on

the DV-470. You immediately notice a lustre and vibrancy that

stands out from the pack in terms of richer colours, more dramatic

light and shade contrasts, and enhanced depth of field thanks to

both the contrast range and a clear affinity with all those lovely fine

details that bring a top disc to life. 

Noise of all sorts is in fabulously short supply too, meaning that

the Block Noise Reduction seldom needs pressing into action.

Actually, this is probably just as well, since it does tend to add a

slightly processed look to proceedings.

All this finery I discovered while watching just an interlaced RGB

picture. Step up to progressive scan and the quality, at least with a

big screen, scales whole new heights – particularly when it comes to

a reduction in the jaggedness and glimmering of edges, making the

470 a potential partner for a much more high-end big screen than

you might expect.

Sound
Home cinema playback is a delight from start to finish, but its with

PCM CD playback that the Pioneer really shines. At the heart of its

success is its grasp of music – of all sorts – as a unified whole rather

than series of disparate instruments and elements. It balances

everything from the deepest bass to the most rampant treble with a

deft touch and impeccable timing, also managing to make the tone

warm and inviting without sacrificing subtle details. 

Wrap up
Another day, another storming Pioneer DVD player. And this one can

be yours for what in the circumstances is an unbelievable price.

PIONEER DV-470
£120 (APPROX) � 01753 789500 � www.pioneer.co.uk � OVERALL RATING �����

FEATURES
MPEG chipset: Mediatek MT1389FE
Progressive scan: Yes
Picture adjustments: Yes
(sharpness, contrast, brightness,
gamma, BNR, Chroma level, Hue)
Connections: component video
output, S-Video output, coax and
optical digital audio outputs; 2 x
stereo audio output; composite
video output; RGB Scart
Dimensions: 430(w) x 55(h) x
226(d)mm
Weight: 1.9kg

Video jitter (5ns) �
Signal-to-noise ratio 
Composite (-77.3dB) �
Chroma 
AM (-75.0dB) �
PM (-70.3dB) �
Chroma crosstalk 
(-63.9dB) �
Freq response
S-video (-1.20dB) �
Component (-0.30dB) �
Composite (-1.10dB) �
Audio jitter (419.7ps) �
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Tried&Tested

There’s no doubt that the bulk of these new decks offer an

astonishing selection of functionality. Considering the low price

points they cover, HCC has been pretty impressed with the

overall standard.  

The one exception to this is Yamada’s DVX-6600. This feels a bit

like a throwback to the bad old days of poorly engineered cheap

imports seeking to cash in on the then-demand for multi-region

players. And so while it scores well in terms of how many features

it gives you for your measly £100, in performance terms it’s a level

below any of its rivals.

Sitting above it on our league table is LG’s 8900. This is tragic in

some ways, since it would have fared much better but for a single

glitch in its system: the out of sync audio. In picture terms it’s

actually one of the best in the group – remarkable considering its

price. But that audio problem makes many a DVD all but

unwatchable.

Eighth place belongs to JVC’s N212. This has the looks and price to

be a winner, but it’s just a bit too average on the picture and sound

fronts to ultimately win the judges over. We await JVC’s budget

progressive scan models with interest.

So to seventh – and the Samsung DVD-P345. This is the first 

deck of this group which we could confidently say anyone could 

buy without actually finding much to complain about. And if 

you’re a digital photography obsessive you might well love it 

for its digital card functions. But in the end, for us this digital 

card friendliness didn’t quite outweigh the averageness of its

overall AV performance.

When the going gets tough
From here things get tough. The tussle for fourth, fifth and sixth is 

a close one between Sony’s DVPN585, Lafayette’s LFDV971D and

Thomson’s DTH213. After much soul-searching, we just about rate

the Thomson model sixth. In terms of performance quality for the

money it’s actually very good, but its shortage of features ultimately

lets it down.

Next up the ladder we eventually placed Lafayette. This offers

exceptional features for its price, as well as a tasty design and 

more than solid all-round performance. And it would doubtless 

have placed higher were it not for its problems with multilingual

films and the last-minute arrival of Philips’ similarly-specced but

cheaper DVP720SA.

Fourth, then, belongs by the narrowest of margins to Sony –

although we should probably make it clear that the only thing that

gets its so high is its exemplary progressive scan picture

performance. If you only want an interlaced picture, we reckon

you’d be better off with our third placed option, Panasonic’s 

DVD-S27. The all-round performance quality from this deck is

absolutely outstanding for the money, making it currently our 

sub-£100 deck of choice.

The final two
Just pipped to first place is the Philips DVP720SA. This blew us away

with its fearsome combination of features and price (progressive

scan AND multichannel SACD playback for £150? Barmy), and then

put the icing on the cake by being a highly accomplished performer

to boot. Astounding.

However, if you can live without the Philips’ multi-channel audio

(or can’t afford the extra £30), our ultimate champ this time out is

Pioneer’s DV-470. This offers a sublime combination of pictures,

sound and features, all presented in a gorgeous box, accessed via 

a superbly designed operating system, and then sold for what is,

under the circumstances, a song. Time to upgrade, indeed! �

CONCLUSION

JVC XV-N212 80 � � � � � � � � � � � ��� ��� ���1⁄2 ���

Lafayette LFDV971D 160 � � � � � � � � � � � ���� ���� ����� ����

LG DV8900 70 � � � � � � � � � � � ����1⁄2 ��1⁄2 ��� ���

Panasonic DVD-S27 90 � � � � � � � � � � � ����1⁄2 ���� ���� ����1⁄2
Philips DVP720SA 150 � � � � � � � � � � � ���� ����1⁄2 ����1⁄2 ����1⁄2
Pioneer DV-470 120 � � � � � � � � � � � ����1⁄2 ����1⁄2 ����1⁄2 �����

Samsung DVD-P345 110 � � � � � � � � � � � ���1⁄2 ���1⁄2 ����1⁄2 ����

Sony DVP-NS585P 120 � � � � � � � � � � � ���� ���� ���� ����

Thomson DTH213E 90 � � � � � � � � � � � ���1⁄2 ���� ��� ���1⁄2
Yamada DVX-6600 100 � � � � � � � � � � � ��1⁄2 ��1⁄2 ���1⁄2 ��1⁄2
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FEATURES

DVD PLAYER

TOP 5 RANKING

1. PIONEER DV-470

2. PHILIPS DVP720SA

3.PANASONIC DVD-S27

4. LAFAYETTE LFDV971D

5. SONY DVP-NS585P
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